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The production of the music video Punter, single
of the upcoming album Hexagon for Video Radio
Edizioni Musicali by one of the world’s most expert
bass player Fabio Meridiani, was the occasion to
use some professional RØDE microphones and
Nikon High Definition Video reflex cameras as D750
and D810 assessing the live recording sound for
professional works like recording live concerts or music
performances.
We made the video shootings and the live recording
of songs concerning the eXperience at the Blue Note
in Campobasso, a well-known club throughout Italy
where international and national famous artists have
performed over the years.
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Ergonomics of Nikon D750 was of great service during video shooting; the presence of rocking monitor added value, permitted
to shoot in strange and “impossible” positions and facilitated framing control of shooting field. Monitor rotation allows to
place visualization upwards or downwards, and during shooting, adjustable 3.2 inches (8cm) monitor and 1.229k pixel, permits
counterbalance of colours and brightness.
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This eXperience aimed at achieving a sound as
professional as possible, with a quality like the one of
live recordings.
In this perspective, we need to understand the limits of
using microphones of quality and reflex cameras; how
to use own equipment in the best possible way; and
finally how to produce an high quality recording using
the audio level control of the Nikon cameras.
The production and the recording of the final song
have roused different difficulties and complexities due

to considerable number of professional microphones
used during the performance. For this reason it was
necessary the support and the professionalism of
a team audio as Campobasso Prime Time Studio
with sound engineers like Fabrizio “Fahbro”
Fiorilli, Alessandro Dominici and Andrea Carpenito.
They have followed every stage of arrangement
and placement of professional microphones RØDE,
used for the audio recording of the video, and of
specific ones RØDE to capture digital sound trough
Nikon HD DSLR cameras.

The new Nikon D810, D750 and D5300 were used for the production of video “Punter” by Fabio Meridiani Trio.
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During the eXperience we will limit ourselves just to
explain how to choose and to use specific microphones

for cameras. It will be possible to compare the audio of
every single microphone RØDE (mono or stereo) with

the audio of the official song recorded with several
professional RØDE studio microphones.

RØDE NT4 and NTG-2 are a great choice as quality microphones to be used paired with High definition reflex cameras. NT4 is a stereophonic microphone with 2 cardioid capsules installed on
the far end of a one-body and they are fixed very close each other in a position XY at 90°; NTG-2 is a lightweight professional directional “shotgun” microphone that shows a supercardioid
polar pattern.

Choice of microphones
Generally there are 3 options for the recording of an
quality audio through video reflex camera:
· Capturing the sound by external digital recorder as
Zoom H4n or Tascam DR100 Mark II. During postproduction phase, it will be necessary synchronizing
the sound with the video track.
· Linking high-quality microphones up with camera
using a pre-amp with XLR adaptors as the BeachTek
DXA-SLR Pure or Mini, the Juicedlink 222. This
XLR boxes have several advantages: a jack for the
headphones, an audio level meter to monitor the
eXperience . 2014

sound, many XLR inputs, phantom power supply,
power controller and finally the chance to deactivate
the audio gain control of the camera.
· Linking the microphone directly up to the camera
through its mini jack input. If you use a microphone
with XLR output as RØDE NT4 and NTG-2, you will
need an XLR mini jack converter.
This last option will be the one you will use in the field:
a camera paired with an high-quality microphone.

Earphones and microphone connectors of Nikon D750
permit Hi-Fi live recording: all Nikon cameras have a
microphone jack socket.
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because several components play sounds very different
from each other. Certainly it will be very important using

XLR boxes have different advantages: earphones jack,
audio levels meter to monitor sound, several XLR inputs,
phantom power supply, power control and the choice to
disable audio gain control of cameras.

The choice of microphones for the audio recording
during the video shooting for the eXperience was
established by the tipology of the shootings, that is
the recording of the video “PUNTER”, and by numerous
music instruments used by Fabio Meridiani Trio as
electric bass, drums and piano keyboard. Among the
features to be examined of microphones used during the
audio recording, you have to consider that the drums
can reach very high sound pressure levels. Microphones
will have to capture pressures like those and convert
them to an electric signal, guaranteeing a maximum
SPL at least of 130db. Moreover, the drums is one of
the most complex music instrument to be recorded
eXperience . 2014

microphones with an high dynamic range.

In this picture we can see the Nikon D810 with the RØDE In the image above you can see Nikon D750 Nikon D750
Stereo VideoMic Pro. The use of an external quality during shooting with a professional zoom AF-S NIKKOR 24microphone in combination with an High Definition reflex 70mm f/2.8G ED and RØDE NT4.
camera that permits to achieve video with high audio
quality. RØDE, an Australian company leader in microphone
production, presents a catalogue of specific microphones
for DSLR Reflex cameras.

Nikon D750 on Smart Slider Reflex 560 by SmartSystem with a stereophonic microphone NT4 that represents an excellent
choice for a panoramic audio recording.
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Microphone’s dynamic range is the difference in dB
between ground noise and the highest sound pressure
level reached; in a few words, it represents the
sphere of action of a microphone. Another aspect to
be considered is the range of the frequencies to be
recorded: in this case it’s enough a value between
50Hz and 15Hz for quality music audio recording.
As seen in the previous eXperience “Digital audio for
video shooting trough High Definition cameras”, two
typologies of microphones can be chosen in the choice
of the microphones: condenser ones and dynamic
ones. The choice depends on the polar pattern of
the microphone. It’s important to use condenser
microphones to capture drums sound because by their
nature, they are more precise than dynamic ones to
record fast and impulsive sounds.

Pushing the button “i” on the left of the monitor Nikon D750 you access, in Live Video View, to the rapid access menu that
allows to select: Choose image area, Frame size / frame rate, Movie quality, Microphone sensitivity, Frequency response,
Wind noise reduction, Picture Control, memory card as destination of the shooting, monitor brightness, Multi-selector
power aperture, Highlight display and Headphone volume.
eXperience . 2014
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As you can gather from the attached table, according to
sound engineers’ selection, the microphones chosen
for the video shooting were the professional RØDE
NT1, NTK, NT2000, NT55 and M1 to capture the sound
of music instruments and the sound of loudspeakers
for the audio recording of the video; RØDE NT4, NTG2, VideoMic Pro e Stereo VideoMic Pro for the live
recording by Nikon cameras.
In the previous eXperience “Digital audio for video
shooting trough High Definition cameras”, we
reported in detail the features audio of RØDE
microphones Stereo VideoMic Pro and Video Micro
Pro paired with reflex cameras. In addition to the two
above mentioned microphones, we have used the
professional NT4 and NTG-2 that with the SM-3
converter for hot shoe mount, they can be linked up
with Nikon cameras.
The RØDE NT4 is fundamentally a cardioid microphone
with high studio performances, but thanks to its high
features of audio recording it can be used paired with
Nikon reflex cameras. It is a condenser microphone,
supplied complete with the case with stands, antiwind head speaker, stereo cables and XLR and MIC
connectors. The NT4 can be connected through a mini
jack to a camera, a movie camera or a mixer that use
XLR connection.
The NT4 it’s a dedicated stereo microphone that has
2 cardioid capsules installed on the far end of a onebody and they are fixed very close each other in a
position XY at 90°; this appearance guarantees an
excellent video shooting quality and a certain wideeXperience . 2014

MICROPHONE
NT1

CONNECTION
XLR

FREQUENCY RANGE
20Hz-20KHz

MAX SPL
132 db SPL

NTK

XLR

20Hz-20KHz

158 db SPL

NT2000

XLR

20Hz-20KHz

147 db SPL

NT55

XLR

20Hz-20KHz

136 db SPL

M1

XLR

75Hz-18KHz

141 db SPL

NT4 (stereo)

Mic / XLR

20Hz-20KHz

143 db SPL

VideoMic Pro

Mic

40Hz-20KHz

134 db SPL

Stereo VideoMic Pro

Mic

40Hz-20KHz

134 db SPL

NTG-2

Mic / XLR

20Hz-20KHz

131 db SPL

angle to the microphone. The NT4 paired with a High
Definition Nikon reflex camera it’s able to produce
world-class results in a series of different situations
of audio recording. Usually it is powered by a 48 Volt
Phantom power supply; when it is used with Nikon
cameras it can be connected by 3,5” mini jack and
powered by a basic 9 Volt battery.
The RØDE NTG-2 it’s a lightweight professional
directional shotgun microphone; it shows a super
cardioid polar pattern. It’s designed for a professional
use for video broadcast applications; it has a beautiful
satin metal finish. Architectural quality and outer
face are awesome, and technical specifications are
no less so.
Three features make NTG-2 one of the most desirable
microphone for audio recording (in addition to high
quality audio gain): the feather-weight, whether you
have to place it on the camera or on a boom pole.
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Secondly, RØDE NTG-2 it’s proud of a super cardioid
recording pattern, in other words microphone captures
audio in very strict way, avoiding capturing
audio outside route.

Additionally, it presents a very straight response on the
frequencies axe independently from the distance of the
subject. Finally it’s possible to use NTG-2 both with
reflex cameras equipped with mini jack connection and
with devices that support XLR connection; if you use it
paired with reflex cameras it needs a power source as

a basic AA 1.5 Volt battery.
It presents a very wide frequency response, a very low
ground noise: it is therefore the most recommended
RØDE microphone to be used with DSLR Nikon for
audio recording within cinema, TV, several movie
applications and for the voice-over.

Through polar diagram you can know the field of action of a microphone; instead, through diagram of frequency response you can consider behaviour and response of a microphone on
varying of the frequency. From the diagram you can notice the different tipolgy of microphones: on the left, cardioid stereophonic microphone NT4 and on the right super cardioid directional
microphone (shotgun) NTG-2.
eXperience . 2014
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Audio recording

With respect to reflex digital cameras, they are linked
up to the microphones through a 3.5mm mini jack
connector.

Just a simple forward to start: in the past, people made
music recordings using just a microphone. Band members
placed their selves around this unique recording source
and the counterbalance happened getting away and
getting close from and to the microphone. This old-style
technique is coming back in fashion through the use of
reflex came as paired with a microphone.

But there are some problems if you use a single
microphone direct-linked up to cameras to capture audio
in live recording without a mixer: a single microphone
input doesn’t allow to set optimally the audio levels
of every single music instrument recorded. But using
the inputs levels of the camera and positioning cameramicrophone conveniently, you can obtain even highquality results.

A lot of emerging bands use the single microphone
technique and they achieve excellent results. Usually
they use condenser microphones with cardioid pattern;
this kind of microphones allow to capture the sound
primly. Obviously this technique cannot be efficien for
every kind of recordings. In fact, as we will see later
within this eXperience, in a professional environment
they use lots of microphones during a track recording.

A specific distance of the union camera-mic (directional

or environmental one) from the band, it guarantees
capture of the audio with a certain “response”.
However, if you change the distance and the kind of
microphone, all the audio capture parameters will vary
and so you will obtain as result a specific recording of
the environment.
In audio capture management, you will have to pay
attention to avoiding possible signal distortions or
avoiding that the ground noise of the devices is higher
or equal to the audio signal to be recorded. Moreover,
the use of stereophonic microphone could make audio
capture more clear, lively and professional, giving
amplitude to recorded sound.

As you can imagine, the greatest challenge during
live recording of a band through a single microphone
is catching a complex instrument like acoustic drums.
It’s not easy to find the optimal location that gives a
balance between snare, toms and overheads.
In the audio professional environment and the highlevel video productions it’s necessary to catch an highquality audio and usually they only use microphones
with high-quality XLR connection and with Phantom
power supply 3 pole XLR connectors are the professional
standard for balanced audio signals.
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Thanks to software freeware Mediainfo we can achieve info about both codec video and clips’ audio. About codec
audio it’s important to konw the format, the sample rate, the numbers of channels, the bitrate and bit depth. From
the screen we can observe all info about codec audio of a clip by Nikon D750.
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The use of condenser microphones permits to
capture sound in a panoramic way, catching every
detail of the sounds present into the scene. These
kinds of microphones are often used for
panoramic audio recording of drums, piano and
percussion instruments: they are the most neutral
and all-around typology of microphone.
Panoramic audio recording technique is the ideal one for
live recording of a band. To achieve excellent results, it’s
necessary to point instruments at the engineer and also
it’s required that every instruments emit the same audio

level. Actually, it’s almost impossible that instruments
give off the same volume. However, during an audio live
recording by single mic technique, you must remember
that recorded audio it’s affected by counterbalance of
instruments’ audio levels and by their position.
Using stereophonic microphones as RØDE NT4 and
Stereo Videomic Pro rather than mono microphones as
NTG-2 and Videomic Pro, it permits to capture more
open sound that extends in space from right to left,
and this contributes to make audio more pleasant and
professional.

The application of stereophonic recording technique,
according to polar diagram of the microphone we used,
it can guarantees spatial relationships between recorded
instruments. The more you distance RØDE NT4 and
Stereo Videomic Pro from the sound source, the greater
the risk to record noises, and in addition the definitio
and the quality of the sound they could decrease.
During playback of recorded audio, the stereophonic
recording technique permits listener to recognize
instruments’ sound direction.

The use of a stereophonic shooting, according to the polar diagram of the microphone we have used, is able to guarantee spatial relationships between recorded instruments.
During audio recording by a camera and microphones RØDE NT4 e Stereo Videomic Pro, we preferred maintaining a central position equidistant from several music instruments, to
permit a good audio recording.
eXperience . 2014
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During use in the field, it’s necessary to hear in real time audio recorded by microphone, to avoid recording of ground noises or unwanted sound sources. If you don’t
have professional earphones you can use even earphones for smartphone like Apple Iphone. In the pictures, Nikon D750 with RØDE VideoMic.

D5300 paired with a RØDE Video Mic Go, a entry level microphone RØDE specific for reflex cameras, it’s ideal for those rapid situations in which it’s necessary to capture quality
audio without worrying about audio levels setting. Microphone, same as Nikon ME-1, it’s powered straight by camera through mic input without batteries. Integrated suspension
system Rycote® Lyre® permits to reduce at minimum the noises due to movements of camera or filmmaker. It uses a super cardioid polar prototype to damp sound from sides,
catching an audio signal that is in front of camera, even when you record in noisy environment and at moderate distances.
eXperience . 2014
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Microphone placement
We have made video shootings through the use of
professional high band Nikon cameras as the new
Nikon D810 and D750 and the little “big” D5300
paired with microphones RØDE as NT4 (stereophonic),
NTG-2 (directional) StereoVideoMicPro and Video Mic
Pro. I was the director of the video shooting, filming
from 24 different frames, bass player Fabio Meridiani’s
band composed of the pianist Francesco Cipullo and
the drummer Michele Milano.

Adobe Premiere Pro CC 2014®, during editing video phase, has permitted to manage 24 video tracks hands down,
through the multicamera monitor.

Prime Time Studios curated even the digital postproduction in studio to achieve an audio with the
highest quality possible.
The easiest method to reach a live recording shooting is
placing in a good way panoramic microphones that are
able to capture the whole hearing range and not just
single music instrument.
Usually you don’t choose kinds of microphones, their
number and their placement depending on “strict”
rules, but depending on sound engineers’ eXperience,
eXperience . 2014

as if you move slightly a microphone the recording of
audio signal can change greatly.
It will be fundamental even the professional mixing
phase that can lead to high results: it means mixing,
equalizing, loudness and spacing.
Through the skillful management of the engineers we
have been able to manage the placing and and the
right choice of microphones for music instruments and
environment and even to manage at the same time
Nikon reflex cameras with microphones RØDE for DSLR.
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RØDE NTG-2 is a lightweight professional directional shotgun
microphone; it presents a super cardioid polar pattern.

From left to right the trio, Fabio Meridiani, Francesco Cipullo Placing and pointing precisely shotgun microphone at sound
and Michele Milano with some Nikon cameras and RØDE source, we will be able to isolate it, excluding and reducing
microphones used in the eXperience.
unwanted audio.

The easiest way to achieve a live recording shooting, it’s positioning panoramic microphones appropriately, so that they can record the whole sound range and not just the single music
instrument. Initially it’s necessary to make a test to evaluate quality of gained audio.
eXperience . 2014
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Use in the field
The first thing to do at the beginning of the audio
recording of the track is to control input levels and
the pre-amplification of audio through microphones’
controls and through entries of the menu “sound level”
of Nikon cameras. During control of audio levels, if Vu
meter specifies 0db value, indicated with red slashes,
incoming audio signal is very probably distorted. Similarly,
if VU meter stays on very low values, for example -40db,
captured signal will contain much interference compared
to amount of useful signal. In this case, recorded audio
signal, if you process and calculate it, it will be nearly
unusable. So it’s important to set all audio chain accurately

in order to optimize signal-to-noise ratio. Therefore during
microphone recording it’s indispensable to set pre-amps
precisely. Pre-amp of the camera has the easy task to
amplify microphone signal achieving a level necessary for
exact workings of microphones. In the course of shooting
firstly we set incoming audio levels of reflex cameras
rightly according to microphone used during recording
rehearsals of song.
To guarantee the lowest noise and distorsion, incoming
audio levels of cameras should be set so that peak reaches
-12db value indicated with yellow slashes on camera’s
display. If you listen to audio by head speakers you can
calibrate audio gain listening the sound till it doesn’t

reach sound distortions. If audio distortion should arise,
you should gradually reduce sensitivity from camera’s
menu till sound isn’t distorted anymore. Sound quality is
certainly subjective and the best quality can be reached
through trial. Both with RØDE StereoVideoMicPro and
with VideoMicpro we selected on microphone pad the
pre-amplification value -10db. If we had used 0 db value
on microphone pad at 3-4 meters distance from sound
source, we would have achieved a great distortion, with
the resulting indication of peak value, symbolized by two
red slashes, on VU meter of the camera. Even if we had
set incoming levels of the camera on value sensitivity one
we would have achieved distortion of earphones audio.

The use of the pad that is on RØDE Stereo VideoMic Pro and Video Mic Pro, it allows filmmaker to reduce pre-amplification levels of cameras (input mic level), improving signal-to-noise ratio
in order to obtain higher audio quality.
eXperience . 2014
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At the beginning, for the optimal control of levels,
when we have used cameras D810 and D750 paired
with RØDE StereoVideoMic Pro and Video Mic Pro, we
selected +3 as audio sensitivity value. Instead, when
we use cameras paired with NTG-2 we had to increase
the sensitivity value to +12, since microphone has a
power supply of 1.5V and as a consequence out coming
signal is very low. You have to bear in mind that grassroots power supply of this microphone is Phantom 48V.
Finally, when we have used cameras with stereophonic
RØDE NT4 powered by a 9V battery we selected on the
camera a +5 sensitivity value at 5 meters distance from
the sound source.
During shooting we ascertained that recording tone
can be changed turning NT4 on its axe, so that capsules
are pointed towards different zones of sound source.
It’s advised to experiment even some slight changes of
position to try to achieve expected result.
The NT4 can be used to capture sound environment
that just a real stereo microphone can capture.
Microphone’s cardioid pattern permits to catch sounds
coming from front side and it avoids recording
of sounds coming from back side; this feature helps
to reduce unwanted sounds as echo and hubbub of
the audience from the back side of the capsules. The
best way to evaluate environment recording it’s
listening to audio firstly without any devices, to
evaluate the intensity and the direction of sound
source. A feature that you can perceive using a high
quality stereophonic microphone as RØDE NT4 is its
wide stereo diffusion that contributes to catching
audio
with its all details.
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Here an example of using NT4: audio recording of drums,
like a overhead stereo XY, just positioning mic at the back
of drums, or at the centre behind drummer and tilting it
towards drums. In this manner you can catch audio in the
best possible way.

NT4 can be placed in front of singers pointing towards
the centre of the band. The distance between singers
and microphone it will depend on acoustics of the
environment and on intensity of sound to be recorded.
Low frequencies of sound are more noticeable all the
more so microphones and singers are close-up.

NT4 can be uses with a reflex camera in a strategic
position on a piano. The microphone can capture true
stereo sound of the instruments easily and precisely.

The sound of the bass and of the guitar are gained with
a true spatial stereo audio: you must only place NT4 in a
central position in front of bassist or guitarist. The closer
you place microphone to instrument, the less you hear
noises, the higher will be audio gained.
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MAIN MICROPHONES RØDE MANTIONED IN THIS EXPERIENCE
Stereo VideoMic X
Stereo VideoMic Pro
VideoMic Pro

NTG-2

the drums, played by Michele Milano, we have used
14 microphones and it could seem excessive but we
made this choice to get better the features of the
timber of maple wood of the Premier Genista Maple,
so appreciated by our drums player.

NT4

Microphones RØDE concerning the world of Video D-Movie.

Professional
microphone technique
for track “punter”
recording
eXperience . 2014

For audio recording of the track PUNTER, sound
engineers preferred by far to preserve the
trustworthiness of the recorded music instruments’
timber according to the genre of the piece and to the
whole work of Fabio Meridiani. One of the problems
that you must consider during microphone placement
is to find a safe location where microphones can’t be
hit by drum stick or by bass player.
In the matter of Microphones Placement Techniques of

The knowledge of basics of acustics is essential to
understand working principles of microphones and the
use of them in field.
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We put 3 condenser microphones RØDE NT1 near
the overheads, panning one on the left, one on the
right and one at the center: in this way we
obtained the spatiality we desired.
Moreover there was an anomalous setting for this track:
2 toms and 2 floor toms had 4 condenser microphones
RØDE NT55 with directional configuration; 2 snares
(the smaller one of 12”), that had microphones up and
down with particular attention to the phases between
upper microphone and lower microphone with the
dynamic RØDE M1.
For the Charleston we used the classic way to put
microphone on high, with a RØDE NT55 to take
advantages of the excellent frequency pattern of this
condenser microphone.
Finally, for the bass drum we used “kick out”
microphoning on the resonant head through a
condenser microphone RØDE NTK, and another RØDE
NTK as “kick in” near the batter head to catch better
the attack and fullness that we wanted.
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PROFESSIONAL RØDE MICROPHONES USED FOR RECORDING THE TRACK “PUNTER”
MICROPHONE

TYPE

POLAR RESPONSE

ANGLE

POSITIONING

INSTRUMENT

60/70 cm from
instrument

Overheads
(x3) one in the
center, one in
the left and right

RØDE NT1

Condenser

Cardioid

45°/30° from the capsule
“ideal” plane of the instrument

RØDE NT55

Condenser

Cardioid

45° respect to the plane
determined by the skin of the
Drum

5 cm from the rim and
the skin of drum

2 Tom 2 Floor

Cardioid

45°/50° to the plane
determined by the skin
of Snare

3 cm from the skin and
5 cm from the rim

Snare and
small Snare
(microphone up
e down)

Hi Hat

RØDE M1

Dinamic

RØDE NT55

Condenser

Cardioid

Almost Perpendicular
at Hi Hat

2-3 cm away from the
top plate of Hi Hat
(open) and halfway
between the center
and the edge of the top
plate

RØDE NTK

Condenser
Valve

Cardioid

Parallel to the capsule
swing skin

3 cm away from the
skin Beater, next to the
pedal

Kick In
(Beater)

RØDE NTK

Condenser
Valve

Cardioid

Parallel to the capsule
resonant skin

5-7 cm away from the
skin off center

Kick out
(Risonant)

RØDE NT2000

Condenser

Cardioid

Parallel capsule speaker
of cabinet

40-50cm from Cabinet

Cabinet Bass
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In the matter of the bass of Fabio Meridiani, we decided
to adopt a technique called REAMP or REAMPING: that
is recording the bass on a Line channel. Then, we had
to set Gallien Krueger bass heads according to the
sound that Fabio chose.
Next, we put a microphone at the Cabinet Gallien
Krueger under the bass heads, placing a dynamic
microphone near the loudspeaker to use the proximity
effect for the lower frequencies; instead we put a
condenser microphone RØDE NT2000 at about 4050 cm of distance to capture the core of the sound
and to record again the sound of the Cabinet. This
technique allows to have much more flexibility to
choose the sound and eventually to correct it if some
problems showed in the mixing. About what regards
the keyboards piano, we captured them in a stereo way
through a D.I Box to balance better the signal with the
original sound of Francesco Cipullo and to obtain at
the same time even the MIDI to enhance the keyboards
sound with some Virtual Instruments.

Finally, in the Mastering processing we used an hybrid
approach, in other words with the use of analog
dynamics processors and some digital plug-in we were
successful in finding the right stereophonic balance
and the right Loudness level without compromising the
dynamic naturalness of the song.
Audio live recorded by Nikon cameras and microphones
RØDE hadn’t been post-produced , so you can listen to
original audio in the video attached to the eXperience.

Audio settings
for interview
To execute an audio interview, you can use paired with
Nikon High Definition Video cameras both well-kown
microphones formerly seen in eXperience “Digital
audio for video shooting trough High Definition
cameras” and dedicated external microphones RØDE
as smartLav, PinMic and iXY for Smartphone. RØDE
microphones can be linked up with camera through
input Mic for a 3.5mm jack.; iXY can be installed
through an adapter directly in the hot shot mount
and connected to the input mic on the camera via
the optional RØDE SC2.
RØDE gives innumerable cables or converter connectors
that also permit to divide signal into two microphones
towards stereo recording on-camera and then dividing
different audio tracks into two mono channels.

Audio post-production
For the mixing and the editing of the track we have
used a software of Avid Protools, together with some
Plug-in of the Waves for the effects, delay and echo.
Moreover through equalizers we have refined sounds,
we have eliminated resonances and we have solved
phase problem. Through sound compressors, that we
have used and set carefully, we gave a body to all
sounds of the mix.
eXperience . 2014
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• Røde iXY: is a high quality stereo microphone composed of 2 condenser capsules aligned at 90°. IXY permits to record a high quality stereophonic audio at 24bit/96Khz with iPhone
5/5s/5c/6 and iPad series with connector Lightning.
• Røde PinMic: is a pin microphone with removable capsule to facilitate insertion on fabrics. According to the plug it is paired with, it can be used to record by Smartphone but even for
recording on-camera on Nikon DSLR (specific extension cables RØDE are available).
• Røde smartLav: lavaliere microphone for iPhone ®, iPod ® Touch, iPad ®, manageable by app “RØDE Rec”.
• Røde NT-USB: connects to the computer socket and provides controls to manage the levels of the music track with respect to the item to be registered, as well as allowing the
headphone monitoring with the appropriate volume adjustment.

Some of the first operations to do during an interview,
with microphone linked up to camera, are the check for
correct functionality and optimal control of incoming
audio levels. During audio recording of the interview
it’s indispensable to use earphones that allow to listen
and to monitor audio in real time. Earphones have the
task to isolate engineer from the environment and to
focus his attention on sound to be recorded; thanks
to this very useful accessory you can hear in “live
recording”, straight in Nikon cameras equipped with
input ear jack, the audio that microphone has captured
eXperience . 2014

and even possible ground noises or interferences of
audio recording.
First of all we have to specify a thing: HD reflex
cameras record audio on right and left channel
simultaneously, independently of the use of a stereo
or mono microphone. If you use a stereo microphone,
signals captured by 2 microphone capsules they will
be recorded on left channel and right channel of
camera respectively. To obtain the best possible audio
quality through a microphone, it’s important to place
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Audio levels control is an important operation to record audio correctly and with an high quality. The operation of adjustment contemplates actions both on external microphone and on
control levels of audio input that are on menu of the camera. For a correct adjustment of incoming audio levels to the camera you set from menu the lowest value of the levels that are
present on the camera and then you select on microphone gain audio at +20 dB. In this way, external microphone provides for audio gain, and you don’t have to rely upon digital automatic
gain of the camera. Through the use of VU meter, available even on display during REC video, you can adjust incoming audio levels of camera accurately.

it correctly; microphones for interview (lavaliere) must
be placed near sound source to capture audio that
you want to isolate. Lavaliere microphones must be
placed and hidden under clothes or just positioned
outside field of shooting. They can’t be placed at a
distance of more than 20-30 cm from the sound
source, and you must use them in a vertical position.
It’s necessary to remember to position lavaliere in a
correct way, in order to avoid creating noises
rubbing down microphone to clothes. Instead if you
use RØDE IXY, you must pay attention to pointing it
to sound source to be recorded, but you must
remember that even some noises coming from
opposite direction can be recorded by microphone. In
this case, it’s fundamental to use earphones in order to
verify quality and correct direction of audio in real time.
In case of interviewes through Nikon D4s, Nikon D810
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e Nikon D750, you can vary microphone frequency
response through shooting settings of menu, selecting
voice “vocal range” that permits microphone to give
prominence to interviewee’s voice.
The Audio levels control it’s an essential operation to
record the audio of an interview correctly and with a
good quality in the best relation signal/interference.
Although it’s possible to adjust audio clips in postproduction phase, the advice is to set correctly audio
levels before starting recording video sequences and
not to use Audio Gain Control (AGC).
You can notice benefits of using manual levels controls
above all when you employ RØDE microphones paired
with reflex camera that allow manual audio levels
control rather than automatic levels.
The adjustment of incoming audio levels to the camera
it’s not a very complex operation; to achieve an

excelent adjustment it suffices to link microphone up to
Mic socket of camera and then to insert earphones in
ear socket. After that, you must disable AGC and verify,
through headphones, if audio you are trying to capture
it’s too low or too acute; audio level control is important
to guarantee a good quality of audio recording.
If incoming audio levels are too low, the result will be
a sound almost absent in earphones, that you verify
even by VU meter; on the contrary if incoming audio
levels are too acute some interferences and unwanted
noises could be present in audio capture, producing a
low quality audio recording.
The aim of incoming levels control is to achieve a
value as near as possible to values -12 and -20 dB;
you will have to make sure that no peaks of incoming
audio signal exceed these values. In the event they
exceed these values, we’ll achieve some peaks, that
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REC

Nikon D750, similarly to Nikon D4s and D810, it permits to monitor aperture in a fluent manner even during movie recording. Aperture adjustment is possible
by steps of one-third stop (1/3 EV) by Multi selector in a fluent “straight” manner through rear joystick, enabling the feature from the menu by the button “i”.
After yuo have activated the feature from the Custom Setting menu “g1” and “g2”, it’s also possible to enable power aperture control using the custom
settings menu, the D750 lets you assign the power aperture feature to either the function "Fn" button or the depth of
field preview "Pv". You can use this feature even with manual Nikkor lens AI, but yuo will have to set data of the lens without CPU from the menu settings
above pictured.

AUDIO

Audio levels control is an important operation to record audio correctly and with an high quality. The operation of adjustment contemplates actions both on external
microphone and on control levels of audio input that are on menu of the camera. For a correct adjustment of incoming audio levels to the camera you set from menu the
lowest value of the levels that are present on the camera and then you select on microphone gain audio at +20 dB. In this way, external microphone provides for audio
gain, and you don’t have to rely upon digital automatic gain of the camera. Through the use of VU meter, available even on display during REC video, you can adjust
incoming audio levels of camera accurately.
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is captured audio signal will present some distorsions.
You can arrive easily at “microphone settings” of Nikon
reflex film cameras through entry “film settings” from
shooting menu; options of this menu permit to choose
whether to use automatic sensitivity to set audio
recording levels, to turn off completely microphone or
to set audio recording levels manually.
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Conclusions
It has been a very technic work, amazing precision
work, that has helped to understand the importance of
sound engineers’ work, their attention and care during
microphone placement phase. All that has permitted
to achieve, both during audio-video shooting at Blue
Note and during mixing phase, that sound typical of
Fusion, Rock Blues and Funk that are the essence of
the whole LP Hexagon by Fabio Meridiani.
Electronics and circuitry of Nikon cameras worked
very well paired with RØDE microphones, since all
audio fluxes were recorded in live recording through
a camera within container files. Also when we have
modified pre-amp levels of Nikon cameras, for example
with NTG-2 and NT4, no sorts of problems occured.

It means that electronics of new Nikon digital cameras
are able to support professional microphones.
In fact, in confirmation of what has been said, during
shootings, Nikon D810 e Nikon D750 and D5300
guaranteed an high quality audio capture.
The advice is to equip oneself with microphones as
the shotgun NTG-2, that could be a must for every
filmmaker since it allows to achieve audio recordings
with clear professional sound; it is well-recommended
for live recording shooting without the help of a sound
engineer.
RØDE NT4 is a high quality stereophonic microphone
thanks to its wide audio diffusion: it contributed to
capture audio of the song with all its details.
For all who want to record audio in live recording by
a Nikon digital camera, external microphones RØDE
guarantee an excellent audio capture, even for highprofessional works.
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Links
Nikon D750

Slow Motion a 50/60p in Full HD con reflex High Definiti

Nikon D810

Scoprirsi video operatori subacquei con Nikon D3200 e NiMAR

Nikon D5300

Qualità ad alti ISO nelle riprese video con fotocamere Nikon DX

Obiettivi Nikkor

Tecniche di ripresa Time-Lapse con Reflex ull Frame Nikon FX

Accessori Nikon

L’audio digitale nella ripresa video con fotocamere High Definitio

Microfoni RøDE

Ripresa e montaggio di un reportage video girato con Reflex DSL

Brochure Nikon

Il tempo di posa nella ripresa video: motion blur, strobing, flickering

Pagine eXperience di Nikon School

Nikon Picture Control: l’immagine su misura anche a luminosità negativa

Tecniche di ripresa per Slow Motion

Sito Nikon di Supporto Europeo per Download Software, Firmware, Manuali

Software Nikon View NX2 Windows Macintosh

Card di memoria e lettori Lexar®: velocità, capacità e affidabilità per foto afi e
filmmaker

Angoli di campo nella ripresa video FX, DX, CX

Filtro ND variabile: prezioso per la fotografia, indispensabile per il mondo video
cinematografic

Filtro Polarizzatore: prezioso per fotografia e vide
Nikon 1 V3: riprese video anche a elevati frame rate

Nikon 1 per riprese video 30/60/400 e 1.200fps: broadcast e analisi del movimento in
campo sportivo

Studio del movimento basato su riprese Nikon 1 a 400fps

Controllo Wi-Fi di Nikon WT-5 con D4s, e con D810, D750 via UT-1: dal Browser iOS/
iPhone/iPad e OS X
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Digital audio recording...

